JONESVILLE COUNCIL MEETING

Heritage Lane Apartments update
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JONESVILLE — The Heritage Lane Apartment development project was on the agenda Wednesday night at the Jonesville City Council meeting.

City Manager Jeff Gray updated the council and residents in attendance on the outcome of an informal investigation he pursued in mid-March. The inquiry followed rumors that the development would allow for 11 subsidized units, contrary to initial indications by the developer.

Concerns over subsidized units were expressed early in the planning process during public hearings to Peter Jobson with Excel- Sterling Ltd Dividend Housing.

Jobson assured the public that there would not be subsidized housing, and the project proceeded with unanimous support.

Gray learned of the discrepancy in mid-March, after a concerned resident presented an advertisement to him in contradiction to Jobson’s pledge.

He contacted Jobson, and the developer assured him that residents would pay their rents.

SEE APARTMENTS, A5
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